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In year 8, students have the opportunity to use the knowledge from 
year 7 to go into more depth with other themes. The controversy of 
some of the topics, at times, introduces students to the idea of having 
their own opinion, justifying it and beginning to discuss what religious 
people may also think about it. The skills learnt in this year will be used 
again and again.
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Unit 1

Pages 
4-7

Crime and Punishment
• Different types of crime and what causes it

• Good and evil

• Is crime linked to evil?

• The aims of punishment

• Different types of punishment

• Religious attitudes to suffering

• Helping victims of crime

• Forgiveness for criminals

• Treatment of criminals

• Corporal and Capital punishment

Unit 2

Pages 
8-11

The Existence of God and 
Revelation

• What is God like?/ Religious traditions of God

• The Design Argument

• The First Cause Argument

• Miracles

• Science as proof of lack of God

• General/Special revelation 

• Enlightenment

• Revelation through nature and holy books

• The Value and problem with revelation

Unit 3

Pages 
12

Evil and Suffering
• Defining the key terms ‘evil’ and ‘suffering’.

• The different types of evil; moral and natural

• Reasons why evil and suffering exists from a Christian/Islamic 

perspective as well as atheist.

• Morality – how do we know what evil is? 

• Solution to evil and suffering – why is there evil and suffering?
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Types of Crime:
Crimes against the person – offences causing 
direct harm to a person, e.g. murder, rape, GBH, 
hate crimes.
Crimes against property – offences that damage 
or deprive people of their property e.g. arson, 
burglary, trespassing.
Crimes against the state – offences that 
potentially endanger everyone or affect the 
smooth running of society, for example, 
terrorism, selling state secrets, perjury.

Causes of Crime:
Poverty – A person might commit a crime because they see no other 
alternative way to survive. They may have no money, no job or cannot 
provide for themselves or their children.
Addiction – A person may have an addiction, e.g. alcohol, drugs, sex or 
money which leads them into crime to feed their habit or their cravings. 
They may even be addicted to crime e.g. stealing.
Greed/hate – Emotions are often responsible for crime, our reaction to 
what goes on around us or what others have or do to us. We always want 
more so inherently we are greedy. People do bad things to us so hate leads 
us to take revenge and commit crime.
Opposition to existing laws – Some crimes are committed in protest about 
laws that exist that are considered either unfair or for the benefit of a 
select few in society. Sometimes laws have to be broken to get laws to be 
changed.
Upbringing – This might include the environment a person is brought up in, 
the morals of the family /friends/neighbourhood, whether a person is 
surrounded by crimes and financial status of the family.
Mental Illnesses – The state of mind of a person may lead them into crime. 
They might have serious psychological issues with no understanding of right 
or wrong; might feel no guilt or compassion for others; might enjoy hurting 
others; might have educational learning issues and be easily led into crime; 
or are themselves victims of some event which has disturbed their minds, 
for example, depression or an abusive upbringing.
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Definition:
Good – morally excellent, virtuous and righteous
Evil – something that is profoundly immoral, wicked and malicious.

Aims of punishment:
• Deterrence – being put off or ‘deterred’ from committing 

the crime. E.g. a burglar gets sent to prison for 5 years 
and does not want to experience that again so will find 
other means of legally  obtaining money and possessions. 
Also, seeing and hearing other people being punished for 
crimes puts people off committing the same crime. E.g. 
the punishment for drink-driving is a minimum 12 month 
driving ban, a fine and a potential prison sentence, 
therefore it put people off drink-driving.

• Retribution – taking revenge on the offender; simply 
meaning ‘getting your own back’. Society uses 
punishment to make the offender pay for what they have 
done and show support for the victim. Can be seen as 
severe e.g. capital/corporal punishment.

• Reformation – Many punishments are given to try to 
change the nature of the person who has offended. This 
is because most people who break the law are going to 
still be part of society. It is to make these people realise 
the negative effects they have had on others. E.g. 
someone who has grafittied could be sentenced to 
community service by working in the council parks. In 
prisons there are also education and work programmes 
to support offenders.

Custodial Sentences Locking the offender up

Prisons (adult) Different types of prison depending on severity 
of the crime. 

High Security mental health 
institutions

Those who threaten safety of themselves or 
others, psychological disorders etc.

Young Offenders Institutions Offenders classed as children (under 18)

Non-custodial Sentences Alternatives to prison

Community Service Unpaid work in the community up to 300 hrs.

Curfew Must return home by a set hour, often used with 
tagging.

Electronic Tagging An electronic surveillance device attached by the 
leg.

Fines A set amount of  money must be paid for 
offence.

Probation Offenders must meet regularly with a probation
officer who monitors behaviour

Restorative Justice Young offenders attend sessions to look at 
crime, why it was wrong, its effect on the victim.
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Christian Islam

Christians believe the law has a 
responsibility to punish and care for 
criminals whilst trying to reform (change)

The design of prison is to remove 
freedoms, separate from families, and 
remove rights BUT ALSO is concerned 
with their reform and being released into 
society.

“Eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” –
emphasis on justice.

HOWEVER Christians do emphasise being 
treated humanely and fairly, give them a 
chance to face up to their crime, and give 
a second chance. 

The Qur’an emphasises the justice of  
Allah and taking responsibility for your 
own actions.

Also talks of mercy and forgiveness
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Reasons FOR capital punishment Reasons AGAINST capital punishment

• That person cannot commit a crime 
again

• If someone takes away someone else’s 
life then they do not deserve to live 
either.

• “An eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
tooth” – Exodus

• It is a deterrent, so it may put other 
people off from committing the same 
crime.

• Brings justice for the victims families
• Life sentences do not always mean life
• Could be seen as a waste of resources 

to house criminals, cheaper to kill 
them

• You cannot bring someone back to life 
if they are later found out to be 
innocent.

• It could be seen that killing that 
person is just as bad the crime that 
they committed.

• “Thou shall not kill” – 10 
Commandments.

• Most murders happen spur of the 
moment, therefore will not deter 
future crimes.

• Killing the murderer does not end the 
pain for the victims families.

• They should be given a chance to 
reform



What is God like?
Omnipotent – all-powerful

Omnibenevolent – all-loving

Omnipresent – everywhere

Omniscient – all-knowing

Transcendent – Outside of this world

Immanent – Inside of this world

Personal – Experiencing God one-to-one, 
relating to him as a friend.

Impersonal - We cannot relate personally to 
God but he is beyond human understanding. 
We can worship him ans accept that he is 
superior.
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The First Cause Argument
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The Design Argument
St Thomas Aquinas (1225 – 1274) 

argued that the apparent order and 

complexity in the world is proof of a 

designer and that this designer is God.

William Paley (1743 – 1805) argued that 

the complexity of the world suggests there 

is a purpose to it. This suggests there 

must be a designer, which he said is God.

Paley used a watch to illustrate his point. If 

he came across a mechanical watch on 

the ground, he would assume that its 

many complex parts fitted together for 

a purpose and that it had not come into 

existence by chance. There must be a 

watchmaker.

The first cause argument is an argument for the 

existence of God associated with St Thomas 

Aquinas (1225-1274).

The first cause argument is based around cause and 

effect. The idea is that everything that exists has 

something that caused it, there is nothing in our world 

that came from nothing.

Aquinas stated that this cause (which is outside our 

world) is the first cause - that is, the one that started 

everything.



What is a miracle?

Something that goes 
against the laws of nature 
that is seen as ‘an act of 
God’

They are always seen as 
good and is a way of God 
showing he is omnipotent, 
omnibenevolent and 
personal.
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Examples of miracles
Jesus’ miracles:

• Turning water into wine

• Calming the storm

• Curing blindness

Other examples:

• Miracle on stairwell B (9/11)

• The delay of the 17 members of Nebraska church choir
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Special Revelation: Direct. God communicating 
directly with you ( as an individual or group) e.g. 
talking to you in a dream, hearing His voice whilst 
you are praying.

General Revelation: Indirect. God revealing 
something of Himself through other things, e.g. 
nature, people, events. You interpret what you see 
as being linked with God, and this leads you to say 
you have experienced God. Based on feeling. 

Enlightenment: ‘Awakened’ – someone who has 
come to understand religious truth.

Examples of Revelation:

• The enlightenment of Buddha
• The feel of awe and wonder when looking at 

nature
• Holy books/religious scripture

The Value of Revelation:
• Can help prove the existence of God
• Gives people strength when they feel they might 

need it
• Can provide comfort and protection
• Help people understand their religion more 

clearly and deeply
• Help people become more aware of the 

environment
• Helps us learn how religions started
• Help people understand how to reach their 

afterlife
• Can educate people.

The problem with Revelation:
• We cannot prove if it is God’s work.
• Could be seen as an illusion
• Could be explained with illness, lying or just 

generally mistaken.
• Those people that are desperate for it to be God 

will use that as a conclusion
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Evil – something or someone 
that is seen as immoral. 

Suffering – undergoing 
distress and pain caused by 
evil. 

Natural Evil: Suffering caused by 
natural causes e.g. earthquake, 
draught, flooding, volcanic 
eruption
Moral Evil: Suffering caused by 
humans e.g. murder, assault, 
theft

Why does evil and suffering exist?

Christianity
Some Christians believe in the Devil or Satan and it is him that tempts 
humans to do bad or evil things that can lead to suffering. Other Christians 
believe it is our free will that means humans make bad decisions. Adam 
and Eve were given free will, who then disobeyed God which is why our 
bad decisions can now lead to suffering. Some Christians also believe it is a 
test from God to test our faith like He did with Job.
Islam
Some Muslims believe that the origin of evil comes from when Iblis (the 
devil) refused to bow down to Adam. 

How do we know right from wrong?

• Parents/teachers/other adults
• Conscience

• Religion/Belief/God
• Socialising

How do these things teach us what is evil 
and what is good?


